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Introduction

In volume 144 of Crelle's Journal Hensel gave a new development

of the theory of quadratic domains of rationality. This development suggested

to me a similar treatment of the general algebraic domain of degree n, which

I wish to present in the following pages.

Let us suppose that we have an irreducible equation F ( x ) = 0, with

integral rational coefficients and of degree n. Let a be one of its roots. Since

there is no loss in generality in assuming that a is an algebraic integer we shall

do so. Thus the coefficients of F(x) are all integers and the leading coef-

ficient is unity.

As the construction and the development of the ring R(g, a) can be ac-

complished in the same way as was done by Professor Hensel, by simply re-

placing the fundamental system 1, £ of the quadratic domain by the funda-

mental system coi, co2, • • • , co„ of the domain k ( a ), of degree n, we shall omit

the discussion and refer the reader to § 1 of Professor Hensel's article.

It is however of fundamental importance in the following development to

know that in R(g), the ring of the rational g-&dic numbers, the number a

cannot satisfy an equation of degree less than n, and I shall therefore prove

this, before taking up the further study of the domain determined by a.

Suppose that
0 ( x) = a0 xn_1 4- ai xn_2 + • • • + a„_i

is a polynomial of degree less than n, with o-adic coefficients, such that

0(a) = 0 ( g ), and let

ai_1 = an coi 4- ai2 co2 4- • • • + ain co„   ( i = 1, 2, • • •, n ).

We then have
0 ( a) = 2ti coi 4- S» C02 4- • • • 4- «. «„,

5I¿ = a0 an% 4- ai a„_ij + • • • + an_i ai¿  ( i = 1, 2, ••-,«).

* Presented to the Society, April 2, 1915.
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Since an integer of k ( a ) is divisible by g when and only when each coefficient

in its representation by a fundamental system is a multiple of a, we conclude

that ¿>(a) =0 (g) when and only when 2I¿ = 0 (a) (¿ = 1,2, • ■ ■ , n),

and from this system of equations it follows that | o„ | • o* = 0 ( a ).

But the a¡k are ordinary rational integers and hence | ay | is a number of

k ( 1 ) and since it is not zero there exists a number 1/| atJ | 4= 0 and

■j-r • | o»> I • ak = ak = 0   (g).
I an |

Hence fa(x) must vanish identically, and a cannot in R(g) satisfy an equa-

tion of degree less than n.

Since the further results of § 1 of Professor Hensel's article may, without

difficulty, be extended to the case under consideration, we shall pass on to

the study of the ring R(p, a) where p is a rational prime.

1.   The Ring R (p, a) when F(x) is Irreducible in k(p)

From the theory of the rational numbers we know that when p is a prime,

the p-adic numbers constitute a domain which we denote by k ( p ).

We have assumed that F(x) is irreducible in the ordinary sense, and shall

next see that when it is irreducible in k ( p ) the ring R ( p, a ) is also a domain

which, as such, shall be denoted by k (p, a).

To prove this it is sufficient to show that if ß 4= 0 ( p ) then every equation

of the form ß ■ x = y ( p ) has a unique solution, and as this is true if ßx = 1

(p) has a unique solution, we need only show that every number which is

different from zero in R(p, a) has a unique reciprocal.

Since ß is a number of R(p, a) it is a rational integral function B(a)

of a, with rational p-adic coefficients, and of degree less than n. Since

F(x) is irreducible in k(p), F(x) and B ( x) are relatively prime. More-

over, since k(p) is a domain and hence permits the use of Euclid's algorithm,

there exist functions M(x) and N(x) such that

M(x) • F(x) \- N(x)- B(x) = 1 (p).

Since F (a) =0 and B(a) = ß, we have N(a) ■ ß = l(p). Hence ß

has a reciprocal in R ( p, a ). This reciprocal is moreover unique, because

if ßi and ß2 are two numbers such that ß ■ ßi = ß • ß2 = 1 (p), then

ßßi - ßß2 = ß(ßi - ßi) = 0 (p) and hence ßi ß( ßi - ß2) = 0i - ß, = 0

(p).   Therefore ßi = ß2 (p) and R(p, a) is a domain.

The further study of this domain has been carried out by Professor Hensel

in Chapter 6, §§ 3, 4, of his Theorie der Algebraischen Zahlen, and we shall

therefore omit any further discussion of it.
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2.    The Ring R(p, a) when F(x) is Reducible in k(p)

I have shown in the introduction that a cannot in k ( p ) satisfy an equation

of degree less than n.   If we therefore suppose that

F(x) =Fi(x) -F2(x) -..Ps(x)    (p),

where Pi ( x ), P2 ( x ), • • • , P, ( x ) are irreducible in k ( p ), we have

Fiia) ■ F2ia) ...jP.(o) =0    (p),

while no one of the factors is zero. We therefore conclude that in this case

Rip, a) is not a domain.

Since Fix) is irreducible in the ordinary sense its discriminant cannot

vanish and hence it must also be different from zero for the domain of p.

Consequently no two of the s factors can be equal.

We shall now introduce, corresponding to each of the s factors of F ( x ),

s new systems of values for the numbers of R ( p, a) as follows. If ß = B i a)

is any number oí Rip, a) and if

Bix) = Qiix) ■ Fiix) 4-Riix)    (p),

we shall call P¿( a) the value of ß for the domain of p¡ corresponding to the

factor Fiix) and shall write ß = Ri i a) ( p¿ ).

Two numbers ßi = Pi (a) and ß2 = B2ia) are said to be equal for the

domain of p; when and only when Pi(x) — P2(x) is divisible by P¿(x).

We thus have s new rings R(pit a) (i = 1, 2, • • •, s) such that each

number of R(p, a) is for the domain of p< equal to some number of

R(pi, a) and the sum, difference, and product of two numbers of R(p, a)

is for the domain of p¿ equal to the sum, difference, and product respectively

of the corresponding numbers of P(p», a).    Evidently Fi(a) — 0 (pi).

We shall next see that these p¿-adic values of the numbers of R(p, a)

constitute a domain. As before we need only show that every number

ß 4= 0 (Pi) has a uniquely determined reciprocal in R(p.., a).

Let us therefore suppose that ß = P( a) 4= 0 (p,-). Since ß 4= 0 (p.)

it follows that P ( x ) is not divisible by P¿ ( x ) and hence since P¿ ( x ) is irre-

ducible we know that they are relatively prime. Hence there are two poly-

nomials tiix) and 0¿(x) such that

0,(x) • Fi(x) +tiix) ■ Bix) = 1    (p),

and since rational numbers are equal for the domain of p,- if they are equal

for the domain of p, we can write

cpi(x) -Fi(x) 4-tÁx) • B(x) = 1    (Pi),
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the coefficients of the polynomials being rational numbers.    But

Fi(a) =0    (p.)

and hence fa (a) • ß = 1 (p¿). Therefore ß has a reciprocal which in the

same way as before can be shown to be unique. Hence the p,-adic values of

the numbers of R ( p, a) form a domain which we shall denote by k ( p¿, a ).

If two numbers ßi = Bi(a) and ß2 = B2(a) of R(p, a) are equal for

each of the domains p¿ (i — 1, 2, • • • , s) then they are equal for the domain

of p. For, if ft = ß2 (p¿) (i - 1,2, •••, s) then Bi(x) - B2(x) is div-

isible by F, ( a: ) (i = 1,2, • • • , s) and since these factors are distinct it must

be divisible by their product. But Bi ( x) — B2 ( x) is of degree less than n

and  hence  this  is  possible  only  when  Bi(x) = B2(x)   (p)   and  hence

0i = ft (JP).
Conversely, if j8i = ß2 (p), then ft = ß2 (pi) (i = 1, 2, • • •, s). For,

since Bi(a) — B2(a) = 0 (p) and since a cannot in k(p) satisfy an equa-

tion of degree less than n we conclude that Bi(x) — B2(x) =0 (p), and

hence Bi(x) — B2(x) is divisible by each of the functions F,-(x) and

ft = ft (P.) (i = 1,2, •••,»).
Since Fi(x), F2(x), • • • , Fs(x) are all irreducible and distinct, the

product Fi(x) ■ F2(x) • • • F¿_i(x) ■ Fi+i(x) ••• F,(x) is not divisible

by Fi(x) and hence

Fi(a) -F2(a) •••Fl-_i(a) ■ F^i(a) ■■■ F.(a) 4=0    (p¿).

Hence there exists in R ( p, a ) a number fa (a) such that

Xi(a) =fa(a) ■ Fi(a) •••Fi_i(«) ■ Fi+i(a) ■■■ F,(a) = 1    (P<)

and as is easily seen x*( «) = 0 (p;) (j 4= i) ■    If we now put ft; = ß-Xi(a),

where ß is any number of R ( p, a ), we have

ft< = /3     (Pi), ft; = 0     (py) (i+i),

0=¿ft,    (p.) (t-1,2, •..,.),
i=l

and hence

/3 = ¿0»    (p)-
i-l

Moreover if from each of the domains &(p¿, a) we choose a number

ft = Bi(a) and put

B(x) =£,Bi(x)Xi(x)
i=l

and ß = B(a)   (p), then j8 = ft  (pi)   (i = 1, 2,  •••,»).   Hence for

arbitrarily chosen ft there exists in R ( p, a ) a number ß such that ß = ft ( p< ).
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If we now let ßi be the p,-adic value of an arbitrarily chosen number ß of

R(p, a), and put ßi, ß2, • ■ ■ , /3,_i, /3l+i, ■ ■ •, ß, each equal to 1, then there

exists in R ( p, a ) a number ßPj such that

ft, = ßi     (Pi) (¿ = 1,2,  ••-,«)
and hence

s

ß = Rßti     (Pi) «-1,2,  ...,.)
3=1

and therefore

ß=H.ß»      (P)-
j=l

3.    Certain relative domains

In order to complete the study of the domains k( p¡, a) introduced in the

preceding section it will be necessary to take up a brief discussion of certain

relative domains.

Let us denote by n¡ the degree of P» ( x ) and by 5¿ the order of its discrimi-

nant. Let r be a rational integer greater than max (5i, 52, • • •, 5S). The

polynomial whose coefficients are the rth convergents of the coefficients of

F,(x) we shall denote by Fl{r)(x), and the roots of the equation Fl¡r)(x) = 0

oy «¡i, «i2, , a¡„..

From Chapter 4, § 3, of Hensels' Theorie der Algebraischen Zahlen, we know

that FP ( x ) is irreducible in k ( p ) and hence the domains k ( p, a([j )

(i = 1,2, • • • , s; j = 1,2, •••,»»•) are of the kind considered above in § 1.

Moreover in k ( p, a^] ) the equation

Ftix) =0    (p)

has a solution* which we shall denote by a¿y.

Let us next suppose that

faix) = 0   (p)

is the equation of lowest degree in kip, a([]) which a satisfies. We shall

next see that at least one of the functions fn(x), fa(x), • • •, fini(x) has,

in the domain to which it belongs, the corresponding linear factor x — a,,.

Since P(a)=0(p),we know that the degree of fa ( x ) is less than or

equal to n.   Let us denote this degree by ví¡.   We can then write

Fix) = Quix) ■ faix) 4-R,:ix)    ip),

where P,y ( x ) is of degree less than vu-.    Thus

Ri,ia)=0    (p),

* Hensel, Theorie der Algebraischen Zahlen, p. 159.
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and hence Rn (x) must vanish identically.    Hence fa ( x) must be a factor

ofF(.r).    Since

F(x)=Fi(x)---F,(x)    (p),

we see that F(ai¡) =0 (p) and hence x — an is a factor of F(x) in

k(p,a[r]).

Let us next suppose that no one of the functions /¿;- ( x ) is divisible by the

corresponding linear factor x — an.   Let us moreover put

faj(x) =
x — ai

Then since fn(x) and x — an are relatively prime and k(p, oft)) is a

domain, we can find M (x) and N(x) such that

M(x) •fa(x) + N(x) ■ (x- an) = 1    (p),
and therefore

M(x) -fn(x) ■ fai(x) + N(x) ■ F(x) = fa¡(x)    (p).

But F ( x ) is divisible by /,-y ( x ) and from the last equation we conclude

that (j>n ( x ) is divisible by /,y ( x ) and hence

faj(a) =0    (p) (j = 1, 2, •■• , m).
If we now put

ti(x) = H<l>ij(x),
J=l

a is a root of the equation \¡/i(x) = 0 (p).   But

*l{   '     %x-aii     Fi(x)   *i{X)'

which has rational coefficients and is of degree n — 1. But we already know

that, in k(p), a cannot satisfy an equation of degree less than n. The as-

sumption that nofij(x) has a linear factor therefore leads to a contradiction.

We can therefore suppose that fa ( x ) is divisible by x — an in k ( p, oí¡\ ).

Then as in § 2 we conclude that R(p, a({¡, a) is not a domain and in the same

manner we can introduce new systems of values, corresponding to the various

irreducible factors of fn(x) in k(p, an). These, we can show, form

domains. We shall denote by k(pn, of¡¡, a) the particular domain corre-

sponding to the factor x — an. In the same manner as in § 2, it then follows

that a = an ( pn ) .

By this equation we have established a correspondence between the numbers

oí k(pi, a) and those of k ( p, a'¡¡ ) , the corresponding numbers being equal

for the domain of p¿i.
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The sum, product, difference, and quotient, of two numbers of k ( p¿, a )

correspond to the sum, product, difference, and quotient, respectively, of the

corresponding numbers of k ( p, aV? ).

If 2ti and 3i2 are rational numbers from kipi, a) and kip, a¿í) respec-

tively and if 211 corresponds to 2l2 then, as is easily seen, 211 = 2Í2 ( p ) ■ If ß

is any number of k(p,-, a) and ß the corresponding number of kip, o//?) and

if/(x) =0 (p) is the irreducible equation in k ( p ) which ß satisfies then

fiß) = 0 (p) and hence/(/?) = 0 (p,).

If we now define an integer of k ( p¿, a ) to be a number which for the domain

of Pi satisfies an irreducible equation with rational integral coefficients and

the leading coefficient unity, we see that to an integer of k ( p», a ) corresponds

an integer oí kip, a'/?) and to a prime number oí kip, a(/i) corresponds a

prime number of k ( p¡■, a ).

By the norm Ntiiß) of a number of k ( p,-, a) we shall understand the

norm of the corresponding number of k ( p, o#? ).

By means of these definitions and the correspondence thus established, the

results of the development of the domain k ( p, aft ) as given by Professor

Hensel (see § 1) are seen at once to be true for the domains k ( p¿, a ).

The theory of divisors in Professor Hensel's paper can now without trouble

be extended to the general case.


